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2A. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS IN FINITE
RANGE GRAVITY
The gravitational eld in the massive gravity is de-
scribed by a non-linear tensor eld h

propagating in
the Minkowski space with metric 

and with a massive
term added to the GR part of the eld Lagrangian which
is quadratic in h

;
(covariant derivative is taken with re-
spect to the metric 












is the matter energy momentum tensor and








































). In a homogeneous
and isotropic situation h

depends upon time alone and



















where a(t) and b(t) are given by the timt-time and space-
space components of the tensor eld h

. The evolution
















































. The perfect uid form of T

is assumed and the
equation of state is taken in the simple form, p = ! with
! constant. In contrast to GR the function b(t) is not
arbitrary and gets determined through a(t) itself ; there
is an algebraic relation between a(t) and b(t) [19]. This













II. PHASE SPACE ANALYSIS
In this section we investigate the phase space behavior
of cosmological evolution [29] in nite range gravity for





For simplicity, we will be working with  = 1=4. The
evolution equation ( 4 ) in this case for a >> 1 and






















































, and prime denotes the




)t. In order to
obtain the expression ( 6 ) we have used the following
series expansion for y(a >> 1)





+ higher order terms
Before proceeding further, a comment about Eq.( 6 ) is
in order. From the point of view of GR ,Equation ( 6 )
can be thought as an eective Friedmann equation where
the rst term on the right hand side of this equation is
the usual term contributed by the matter density and
the rest of the terms containing 
m
originate from the
Mass tensor appearing in the nite range gravity the-
ory. The second term behaves like cosmological constant
and is responsible for drawing the late time accelerated
expansion in Babak-Grishchuk theory. It is remarkable
that such a term automatically appears at late stages of
evolution in massive gravity. The terms containing 
m
smoothly vanish in the mass-zero limit leaving behind the
usual Freedmann equation. It is surprising that an arbi-
trarily small mass of gravitons can change the character
of evolution, turning deceleration into acceleration.The
third term in Eq. 6 mimics radiation whereas the last
term looks like curvature term. It is interesting to notice
that Eq. 6 looks formally similar to the eective Fried-
mann equation in brane-world cosmology [30]. It should
however be kept in mind that unlike the FRW cosmology
where the numerical value of the scale factor does not
carry any physical signicance and the scale factor can
be made larger or smaller than one at any given epoch,
such a choice no longer exists in massive gravity. As
already mentioned, the function b(t) is not arbitrary in
Babak-Grishchuk theory, it gets determined through a(t)
via Eq. 4 which clearly shows that the numerical value of
scale factor is indeed important. Eq. 6 is valid for large
values of "a" and in this regime out of all the terms con-
taining 
m
, the second term is most dominant which is to
compete with the rst term allowing ultimately the tran-
sition to acceleration. It is further important to mention,
as pointed out by Babak and Grishchuk[19], that for no





> 0, the scale factor goes through regular
maximum and minimum). At early times, the evolution
of universe is described by Eq. 7. The rst term on the
right hand side (RHS) of this equation dominates at early
epochs and mimics sti equation of state.
It would be suggestive to recast the expression ( 6 ) to
look like Newton equation in one dimension[31]
a
00















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4the point moves in the (u, v) plane along the curve given
by the constraint equation ( 13 ) on which lies the criti-
cal point. Stability guarantees that the motion will take
place towards the critical pont. We have evolved the sys-
tem numerically for dierent values of the parameter 
m
,
we nd that trajectories starting anywhere in the phase
space, consistent with the constraint, end up at the stable
xed point as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore the accelerated
expansion is a late time attractor of nite range gravity.
To summarize, we have considered the cosmological
evolution in the massive gravity theory proposed by
Babak and Grishchuk. We have investigated the phase
space behavior of the system in case both the massive
gravitons in the theory are tachyons. We nd that late
time acceleration is an attractor of the system.We there-
fore conclude that the late time accelerated expansion is
a generic solution of Babak-Grishchuk theory which does
not require any speculative form of matter to achieve
it. It would be interesting to confront the predictions of
Babak-Grishchuk theory with observations and investi-
gate the constraints imposed by supernova results on the
massive gravity.
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